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Objective truth is a very expensive commodity in this dishonest age.
That's because there's nothing that leftists in this country fear more
than the truth, which is why our mortal enemies spend so much time
and effort trying to stifle it and "de-platform" all conservative or white
nationalist messages and messengers.
The Corrupt Leftist Media routinely attempt to persuade us to accept
their fake news narratives and ignore our "lying eyes." Marxists in the
form of communists, "progressives," socialists, liberals and fascist -- like
Antifa -- do everything in their power to stifle and censor our efforts to
tell the world important but painful truths.
In this regard, the conservative movement can be said to carry on the
tradition of "samizdat," those illegal and underground publications
that thrived within the Soviet Union and other Eastern Bloc nations
during the Cold War. (Its literal Russian translation means "selfpublished.") In the USSR, Samizdat evaded government censorship
while exposing the official lies of TASS, PRAVDA and other state-run
media organs on a regular basis.
The cesspool referred to as "Social Media" may be the worst offender
in trying to censor and stifle our message. Conservative and other white
nationalist groups like the CofCC are routinely de-platformed by them,
often for demonstrably innocuous comments and ALWAYS for telling a
powerful truth. Apparently, Facebook can de-platform the President of
the United States, so censoring white nationalist groups has proved
easy.

Several times, the CofCC has been cancelled by "website hosts" and online "payment gateways" at the insistence of a variety of lying commie
groups. Pay-Pal was one of the first, which is why CofCC Members can
no longer renew their Memberships with a credit card. (Always
remember to avoid using Pay-Pal whenever buying something on-line.)
Each time we lost our website host, we had to scramble to find
another.
For years, the CofCC has been plagued by the dishonesty of "Africanus
misdeliverus" at the Postal Service, who frequently discard or damage
issues of the CITIZENS INFORMER. Also, when one Member in Florida
tried to send me a box of books -- which I never received -- he was later
told by the Postal Service that his books were somehow "lost." Our
recent conversion to an exclusively Electronic Edition of the INFORMER
will end-run the baboons at the Post Office.
The violation of our Constitutional Rights of Free Speech and Peaceable
Assembly by nigras and communists did not begin at Charlottesville in
2018: Our local St. Louis CofCC Annual Picnic was attacked with hockey
sticks by Code Pink, Antifa, and a bunch of witless and pansy college
students in 2006. (We gave them the beating of their lives.) Since then,
we've become better at obscuring our activities, just as most other
conservative and white nationalist groups have learned to do. We have
also armed ourselves.
Our Marxist enemies live in an ideological echo-chamber where they
parrot the same slogans and falsehoods they've pressed into service for
70 years. As a result, they haven't had a new idea for at least the last
30, and they have allowed history and current events to pass them by
and make them ideologically obsolete.
Just as state censorship did for Eastern Bloc "dissidents," the obstacles
placed in our way have actually made us more resilient, smarter and

more determined. In that sense, we are much like the publishers and
readers of samizdat during the Cold War by carrying on its noble
traditions.

